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Rep. Porter: We will open the Hearing on HB 1287. 

Rep. Kasper: I represent district 46 in Fargo I am passing out an amendment to HB 1287. 
My amendment hog houses HB 1287 and changes the scope of the bill, but it continues to 
deal with the Environmental Protection Agency. In the United States Constitution it reads 
"no state shall without the constant of Congress enter into any agreement or compact with 
another state." So no state shall without the consent of Congress enter into another 
agreement with another state. If states do agree to enter into the compacts with the 
consent of Congress they can do so. 
I have been in contact with Legislatures of Montana Representative Cindy Smith and 
Senator Sylvia Allen in Arizona. We are working on putting together a compact for the state 
of North Dakota almost identical to the compacts that are being introduced in the states of 
Montana and Arizona. I do have the Arizona compact that I will hand out at the end of my 
testimony. 
We are proposing in the hog house amendment to put in place in North Dakota and intra
state freedom debris compact as it says on the top of page one under section one. I would 
like to refer the committee to the top of the handout where in the top of page it Goldwater 
Institute. The Goldwater Institute is a think tank set up by Senator Barrry Goldwater back in 
the 60's or the ?O's I believe the chairman of the board is his son who spoke at Fargo in 
December. 
Nick Dranias is who offered the article in front you is a Constitutional Attorney who I heard 
speak with Rep. Thorsen, Rep. Headland, and a number of others in the Washington D. C. 
at the Alli Conference in December. He spoke about the power of compacts and the 
wiseness in his opinion of states beginning to adopt compacts to challenge the Federal 
Government encroachment under the Constitution of States Rights. That is what the 
States Compact is intended to do. I would like to read the top of page 1 (see attachment 1) 
We have learned that there is a congressional law in place where we have 100 compacts 
across the United States in place preapproved. What the preapproval by Congress says is 
that any state or states that enter into the multistate compact, two or more will have the 
power to supersede Federal Law if it has Criminal penalties in the compact. I have a copy 
of those compacts I will provide to the committee. 
What this bill does it forms any intrastate compact and it would be the, intend of North 
Dakota to join with Arizona and Montana. We did pass a health Interstate compact out of 
IBL Committee yesterday, with the same concept as this compact only dealing with health 
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insurance. It would be the intend to pass the compact and then join the Multistate Compact 
with Arizona and Montana and possibly Missouri. The Governors authorize, so once the 
Legislature would pass this compact, then the Governors authorize to enter into this 
compact by signatory, there is a formal process to go through that. (see attachment 2) 
What this bill will do in this amendment is provide our states standing under the United 
States Constitution to say our laws regarding regulation of our air in our state is regulated 
by our state and nobody including the Federal Government can tell us what to we can do 
with our laws. 
The bottom line result of this bill is would be that the Federal Government and the EPA 

would be restricted from coming to North Dakota and saying " we will come to North Dakota 
and impose EPA Greenhouse Laws on the state either thru the EPA or through the 
Congressional act of Congress," because the United States Constitution guarantees our 
law would be sovereign in and above what Congress has passed in the past or might pass 
in the future or what any agency may want to impose on the State of North Dakota 
That is what amendment does. I believe it is a far reaching and powerful tool for the State 
of North Dakota. I will be meeting with the Governors and Attorney General's Office in the 
next few days to go through the parts of the compact I have with you. 

Rep. Kelsh: This sounds like coming close to succession. What is the recourse for the 
states that don't agree with the provisions in the compact? Minnesota for instance or other 
states, that may have a problem with the provisions? Where do they go for recourse? 

Rep. Kasper: What we are doing under the clause of the bill, is we are dealing with 
intrastate air within our borders. This compact if passed applies only to the State of North 
Dakota and our rights and protects our rights under the Government and its Constitution. 

Rep. Kelsh: As you know air doesn't remain within one state borders. It goes beyond the 
state borders. 

Rep. Kasper: Yes 

Rep. Kelsh: What is the recourse? 

Rep. Kasper: Let me explain again. This deals with the boundaries of North Dakota and our 
right to regulate our air and gas in our state. 

Rep. Kelsh: That is my question. What is the recourse? 

Rep. Kasper: There recourse is to go to court. 

Rep. Kelsh: You testified that on a separate bill that the local Government didn't know what 
they were doing when they were voting on taxes and local property taxes and therefore the 
state should step in and put some regulations on what they are allowed to levee. What is 
the consistency between that kind of thinking and telling the Federal Government that they 
have no right to tell locals what to do? 

Rep. Kasper: First let me say my testimony in the other bill is not germaine to the testimony 
in this bill. My testimony on that bill had to do with state issues and property taxes. 
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Rep. Hunskor: What is in it that has brought this bill before us. 

Rep. Kasper: Under Federal Law and under the reaches of EPA, there many of us myself 
included who believe that the Federal Government has gone beyond what the Constitution 
says and there are encroaching on the sovereign of the various states of the United States. 
We do not want them interfering in North Dakota Law. 

Rep. Nathe: Does this amendment force the Governor into this compact or is it up to him? 

Rep. Kasper: This language is identical to the other states languages. The governor is 
authorized and we are asking him too. 

Rep. Damschen: Have you visited with the Attorney General on this? What are the feelings 
there? 

Rep. Kasper: I will be meeting with Tom Trenda sometime this week. 

Rep. Nelson: Do you have legislation in the process of providing what that freedom debris 
law is going to be? And the changes to the state laws into compliance to this? 

Rep. Kasper: This is the law. 

Rep. Porter: Are there any further questions? What are the penalties? Is it an infraction? 
Is it a misdemeanor? 

Rep. Kasper: That is addressed on page 2 line 4 under penalty. The Attorney General 
would determine what the penalty might be. 

Rep. Nelson: Is the emission of carbons a harmless intrastate emission? 

Rep. Kasper: We are looking at "Intrastate" emission and the bill defines whatever it defines 
as harmless. The bill is clear. 

Rep. Clark: Where do other states stand in this process? 

Rep. Kasper: Arizona's bill has been introduced. Montana's bill has been prefilled. 
Missouri they want a copy of what we are doing. 

Rep. Damschen: Is there further testimony in favor of HB 1287? 

Paul Sorum: I am an attorney and architect. I have become a political activist because of 
the crises that our county is in. Our state is part of this crisis as well. Last fall I encouraged 
Rep. Kasper to put together such as this to help protect businesses and farms and our 
energy industries in the state from an overreaching Federal Bureaucracy. 
As we have seen in other parts of the country Federal Agencies and the Federal 
Government can overreach their Constitutional bounds and cause great destruction in other 
states economies. About a year ago I was running for a nomination for the Senate and 
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traveled the state. When you are state wide candidate you learn what is going on around 
the state, both the good things and also the challenges people have. Some of the things I 
heard were things like "I am really afraid that we are losing our freedom" I feel like our 
business or farms are being attacked by the EPA or other Federal Agencies. We feel 
unsafe, we are afraid of the Federal Government and what is going on in this country. I 
heard say things like "If we could for Washington what we did for North Dakota the crisis 
would be over. I heard other Candidates say things like " if in Washington they spend less 
money than they took in taxes like we do in North Dakota things would be better in this 
country." 
I would like to bring a little clarity to the situation we are in our state. We are being asked 

in to leave the country out of this crisis. In order to do that we have to define clearly what 
the crisis is. Is it an economic crisis? Yes it is caused by deaths spiraling out of control. 
First and foremost it is a crisis of freedom it is a Constitutional crisis. I have heard that from 
citizens and also from legislatures and others all across the state. I think we really to look 
at first the idea that the individuals in our country are designed to be free. That is how our 
founding fathers put together our country that is how it is structured. In other words if they 
are free the sovereign power lies with them and only them our founding fathers knew for 
that to be maintained and true over time power has to be decentralized not centralized. 
The Government has centralized power and ultimate control there can be no freedom and 
that is why our Constitution which is the instrument of our compact just as Rep. Kasper 
describes as compact with other states. Our State Constitution correctly describes our 
agreement with the Federal Government to be state in part of this union as a compact. 
It is a mutual beneficial agreement that we have voluntarily entered in and so has our 
Federal Government. It is very important to realize that because this means that we both 
have, if you have ever entered an agreement and I do because I do a lot of contracting. If 
you enter an agreement because it is mutually beneficial, and both sides have an equal 
responsibility to interpret the instrument of that agreement whether it is a contract and in 
this case it is our U.S. Constitution because of one side of the agreement has in reserve for 
itself as the EPA has now done the exclusive right that determined the extend of their 
power in authority over the other party. It is no longer a mutually beneficial agreement it is 
more of a master slave arrangement. As a state we have a responsibility as outlined by 
some of our founding fathers especially Jefferson and Madison when the resolutions of 97 
and 98 stated at the rightful solution when the Federal Government or part of the Federal 
Government usurp power out of that outside of the enumerated powers of our in our 
Constitution. Rightful remedy is for states to nullify and to fine void those laws which the 
Federal Government does not have the power to execute. This is really important this is 
succession this is a responsibility we have to maintain a Civil Union in our country. It is 
quite the opposite of succession it is our responsibility as a state to make sure power is not 
centralized in a fashion outside what is specified in the US Constitution. 
That is really important here because if we are going to prosper we have to make sure 
individuals have freedom and self Government. We have seen examples of parts of the 
Federal Government go bad on people. Less than two years ago the Federal Government 
decided a two inch smelt minnow in Northern California delta was an endangered species 
shortly after that a Federal Judge said" we are going to have turn off irrigation pumps from 
that water source that go down the Central Valley of California to save the minnow however 
that wasn't the only way to protect the minnow but a Federal Judge in Washington decided 
they were just going to do it. Now those farms that are in the Central Valley of North 
Dakota in the Central Valley of California have dried up. They are not raising food. Today 
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the highest unemployment rates are in the communities of California Central Valley. There 
is starvation among the farmers who use to feed the world in that part of our country 
because our Federal Government stepped outside of its Constitutional authority. The State 
of California did not fill their responsibility to protect those individuals. 
What I am getting at is freedom and prosperity are cause and effect while we have been 
prosperous and the rest of the country is not, it is because we have maintained the freedom 
and our rights of individuals herein the state. Let me tell you just like to Central California if 
we let the Federal Government or a branch of the Federal Government while it is a judicial 
branch or an agency such EPA ran over individuals in our state our prosperity can 
disappear in months like it did in Northern California and the Central Valley. 
It is very important if we want to be a leader in this country which we asked to be that we 

stand up for freedom and we stand up for self Government our God given right as 
documented in our Constitution so that we can continue to be prosperous and implement 
policies that will shine around the country, will show how it is done, demonstrate how it is 
done, demonstrate how our funding principles work when they are followed. 
We are in North Dakota unique to do that. I have handed out some information from some 
of the leading scholars today on these issues relating on these issues relating to our 
Constitution. 
If you want to google either Thomas Woods or Brain Mcclanahan or go to the Tenth 
Amendment web sites you can read much more about these subjects.( see attachment 3) 

Rep. Damschen: Are there any questions for Mr. Sorum? Is there any further testimony in 
favor on HB 1287? Is there any testimony is opposition of HB 1287? 

Kris Kitka: I am a folksinger/ songwriter and public commentator living in Bismarck. ( see 
attachment 4) I urge you to recommend" Do Not Pass" on this bill. 

Rep. Damschen: Are there any questions? Is there further opposition to HB 1287? We will 
close the hearing. 
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Rep. Porter: We will open HB 1287. 

Rep. Kasper: I represented an amendment to HS 1287 which would have established an interstate 
compact called the Freedom Debrief Compact. This compact was brand new, I have been working with 
the state of Montana, Arizona, Missouri and Texas and other states that are joining the compact idea. 
What the amendment would have done is established a Freedom Debrief Compact in the state of North 
Dakota, it would have said ''The state of North Dakota is claiming our right to regulate our air quality in 

-

our state." It would have put a small criminal penalty for anyone that violates the compact. I have been 
contact with a number of coal companies in the state of North Dakota and they at this time are 

eluctant to support the bill. This would be a bill that would fly in the face of the EPA and a lot of times 
the states don't want to be first. Being we did not adopt the amendment that I was hoping for lam 
asking to not consider the amendment. There is another bill in the Senate that is similar to HB1287 that 
has a statement of in tend regarding the environmental protection agency. I would like to move a DO 
Not Pass on HS 1287 

Rep. Keiser: Second. 

Rep. Porter: Is there any discussion? We will call a roll on HB1287 for a Do Not Pass. 

YES 15 No O Absent O Carrier: Rep. Kasper 
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Date: ?~ rl- I/ 

Roll Call Vote #: --"----

2011 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 
BILL/RESOLUTION NO. [d- 'Q 

House House Energy and Natural Resources 

Legislative Council Amendment Number 

Committee 

Action Taken: D Do Pass Ill Do Not Pass D Amended D Adopt Amendment 

D Rerefer to Appropriations D Reconsider 

Motion Made By {hp c/(;µ p,u Seconded By -~ c/(1,(4e.u 

Reoresentatives Yes No Representatives Yes No 
Chairman Porter V Reo. Hanson ✓ 
Vice Chairman Damschen ./ Ren. Hunskor I 
Reo. Braband! ./ Ren. Kelsh ✓ 
Reo. Clark ✓ Reo. Nelson ,/ 
Reo. DeKrev 1./ 
Reo. Hofstad ,/ 

Reo. Kasper ✓ 

Reo. Keiser ✓ 
Reo. Kreun ./ 
Reo. Nathe 7 
Reo. Anderson 7 

Total (Yes) 0 ----~·I_S-=------- No_..:_ ___________ _ 

Absent 

Floor Assignment 

If the vote is on an amendment, briefly indicate intent: 
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Module ID: h_stcomrep_28_019 
Carrier: Kasper 

REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE 
HB 1287: Energy and Natural Resources Committee (Rep. Porter, Chairman) 

recommends DO NOT PASS (15 YEAS, 0 NAYS, 0 ABSENT AND NOT VOTING). 
HB 1287 was placed on the Eleventh order on the calendar. 
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The Power mu! Promise of Interstate Compacts 

Stales can organize collectively lo resist the federal govenm1enl through interstate compacts.
1 

But this effort would be more than a protest movement; it offers a cornucopia of resistance tactics 

limited by little more than the imagination. Existing legal authority could support state efforts to 

define and secure individual rights against federal legislation by criminalizing encroacl1mcnt of those 

rights by federal authorities. An aggressive interpretation of the law could suppmi carving out entire 

regions from the reach of federal regulations that invade state sovereignty. lf pushed to their limits, 

interstate compacts could even empower states to completely redesign federal programs that intrude 

upon their reserved powers. 

The Essence of Interstate Compacts 

An interstate compact is a contractual agreement among states, typically evidenced by an 

enabling act authorizing state officials to reach the agreement, a statute that memorializes the 

agreement and its terms, and a confirmatory writing manifesting the consent of signatory states to 

the agreement. 2 Like a contract, a compact must involve an offer, acceptance, and consideration in 

the form of mutual obligations or a bargained-for exchange. Additionally, the subject matter of a 

compact must also be one over which states have the capacity to conlract. 3 The subject matter of 

compacts between the stales may involve the invocation of any sovereign power, including the 

police power. Compacts thus far have been "classified as follows: boundary-jurisdictional, 

boundary-administrative, regional-administrative, administrative-exploratory-recommendatory, and 

administrativc-regulatory."4 One of the earliest interstate compacts, for example, reciprocally 

guaranteed the continued protection of existing property and contract rights from "any law which 

rendered those rights less valid and secure."5 

Congressional Consent ls Not Mandatory 

Although the Constitution provides that slates may not enter into compacts without the 

"consent" of Congress, the Supreme Court ruled in U.S. Steel v. Mu/tis/ale Tax Commission that 

congressional consent is only required for an interstate compact that attempts lo enhance "stales 

power quoacl [relative to] the federal government."6 This means that congressional consent is not 
required for compacts that merely exercise the sovereign powers of the states without purporting to 

augment those powers relative lo those of the federal govcrnmenl.7 This relaxed rule has opened the 

door to the formation of numerous interstate compacts, with or without congressional consent. 

Although "states approved only thirty-six compacts between 1783 and 1920,"8 today there are 

approximately 200 interstate compacts in effect, including water allocation and conscrl'ation 

compacts (37J, energy and low-level rnclionctivc w,1slc disposal (15), criminal law cnr·orccrnent ( 18), 

For more information, contact: Nick Dranias, ndrnnias@golclwaterinstitutc.org. 602-462-5000 x22 l 



• and education am! child welfare compacts (13). 9 The average slate is a party to '.15 interstate 
compacts. 10 Perhaps the most aggressive effort to coordinate multistate regulatory power is the 

Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, in which l O states have agreed to apply ''cap and trade'' curbon 

regulations to themsel ves. 11 

Interstate Compacts Can Powcrfolly Coordinate Collective State Action 

As their proliferation suggests, interstate' compacts arc a powerful tool for exerting stale 

sovereignty. Each state to a compact has the power to enforce the compact through the remedy of 

specific perl'ormance because the enfr,rccability of compacts is guaranteed under the Contracts 

Clause and an exception to the rule that one legislature cannot bind future legislatures. 12 Thus, the 

coordinated action that interstate compacts make possible a unified front among the states and help 
overcome collective action problems. 

Compacts, for example, could require states to coordinate litigation efforts and to require 

stale officials to refuse to cooperate with federal agents or agencies-rejecting '"regulatory primacy" 

en masse to ensme that federal resources cannot be targeted to punish specific states. Compacts 

could be used for collectively resisting conditional federal grants-to minimize the fear of the 

unequal loss of federal funds, states could devise an interstate compact that would preclude all stales 

from taking any conditional federal money only after a certain threshold number of states enter into 

the agreement. Under US Steel, interstate compacts like these would be binding on the slates with 

or without congressional consent because they would only exercise the state's inherent sovereign 

powers without attempting to increase those powers relative to those of the federal government. 

The Power of Congressionally-Approved Interstate Compacts to Trump Federal Law 

Significantly, U.S. Steel's requirement that congressional consent must be obtained for 

interstate compacts that increase the sovereign powers of the slates relative to those of the federal 

government implies that co11gressio11ally-cljJf'l'OVed interstate compacts can increase the pm.vers of 
the states relative to those ofthc federal government. Indeed, well over 100 years ago, Joseph 

Story's Commentaries 011 the Constitution of the United States emphasized that "the consent of 

Congress may be properly required in order to check any infringement on the rights or the national 

govcrnmcnt."13 In fact, if congressional consent is secured, an interstate compact can be a vastly 
more powerful tool for protecting state sovereignty. 

The power ofeongressionally-approved interstate compacts is best illustrated by a review of 

the fine print, authorizing statutes, and history of interstate compacts. An examination ofa wide 

range of congressionally-appro\·ecl compacts reveals a common feature: provisions that prevent the 

compact from altering the rights, obligations, or powers of'the federal government. For example, the 

Colorado River Compact of 1922 provides, "Nothing in this compact shall be construed as affecting 

the obligations of the United States of America to Indian tribes." 14 Likewise, looking to federal laws 

that have given preapproval and subsequent approval to interstate compacts, one repeatedly 
discovers artful efforts to impose variants of the following caveat to congressional approval: 
"Nothing contained in this Act or in the compact consented to hereby shall be construed to affect the 

For more il1formation, contact: Nick Drcmias, ndronios@goldwaterinstitutc.org, 602-462-5000 x22 J 



jurisdiction on, powers, or prerogatives of any department, agency, or officer of the United Stales 
Goverlll11ent." 15 Even the Weeks Act of 1911, which otherwise gives blanket consent to stales 
entering into compacts for the purpose of forest protection, provided that the compact must not 
conflict with any law of the United States. 16 Such caveats evidence an awareness of the risk that 
interstate compacts could expand the power of the compacting slates in such a way that federal 

supremacy is challenged. Indeed, Congress has long been aware of the potential for corn pacts lo 
expand the powers of the slates relative to the federal govenm1enl. Such awareness is evidenced, for 
example, by the act giving congressional consent to the Gulf States Marine Fisheries Compact of 
1951, which stales nothing contained in the agreement should be construed to limit "or add to" the 

powers of the stales over iisheries. 11 

Digging deeper into our nation's history, one discovers a series of clashes over interstate 
cornpacls during the 1930s and '40s, triggered by state-based efforts to displace federal jurisdiction 
and regulatory authority. When the four states of the Co1111eeticut and Merrimac valleys tried to enter 
into flood control agreements, for example, the Federal Power Commission saw the possibility of 
interference with its jurisdiction over hydroelectric power generation and objected lo Congress in a 

memorandum, stating: 

The signatory stales will have a veto power over national policy with respect to the 
power so developed since the terms and conditions under which any such signatory 
state shall make available the rights of power development herein reserved shall be 
determined by separate agreement or arrangement between such State and the United 
States. Under this provision, for example, the Federal Government would not be free 
as it is now, to give the preference to municipalities and public power districts in the 
disposition of these water power resources which it has been the Congressional policy 
since 1920 (Federal Water Power Act) to provide. 18 

Based on this objection, President Roosevelt threatened to veto the compact, which prevented the 
compact from receiving approval. 19 Later, Roosevelt found it necessary lo act on his veto threats. 

Fearing displacement of federal jurisdiction and regulatory authority, President Roosevelt 
vetoed a statute giving open congressional consent in advance to fishing compacts for states 
bordering on the Atlantic Ocean. 20 Likewise, in 1943, Roosevelt vetoed the Republican River 
Compact, which explicitly precluded the United Stales from exercising "such power or right ... that 
would interfere with the full beneficial and consumptive use" of waters from the Republican River 

B • 21 · asm, statmg: 

It is unfortunate that the compact also seeks lo withdraw the jurisdiction of the United 
States over the waters of the Republican Basin for purposes of navigation and that it 
appears to restrict the authority of the United States to construct irrigation works and 
to appropriate water for irrigation purposes in the basin. The provisions having that 
effect, if approved without qualification, would ... unduly limit the exercise of the 
established national interest .... 22 

All of these seemingly disparate facts evidence that "during periods o I' national government 
activism, interstate compacts have been seen as ways to safeguard state m1thority in the face of 
potential federal precrnption."23 Among federal officials, in paiticular, there is a profound awareness 
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• that interstate compacts can increase the power of the stales relative to the federal government. And 

there is also the concomitant recognition that interstate compacts could impact, alter, or even 

displace federal law and the power of federal agencies. Incleecl, as President Roosevcl! anticipated 

(and those who draftee\ the boilerplate caveats found in most interstate compacts and their 

authorizing statutes), congressionally approved interstate compacts arc no\\' clearly recognized as 

equivalent lo federal law under the Supremacy Clause and as a potential source of vested rights that 

arc prntectecl against federal regulatory action.24 This is despite the longstanding competing theory 

that an interstate compact is not equivalent to a federal statute, but merely an agreement between 

states that becomes an enforceable contract with congressional consent.25 

The road to the current state of the law has been circuitous. In 1851, for example, the 

Supreme Court held that a "compact, by the sanction of Congress, has become a law of the Union."26 

Nearly a century later, however, the Court in Hincler/ider r. Lct I'luto Rirer & Cherrr Creek Ditch 
Cu. 27 ruled that a compact was not the equivalent of a federal statute. But only two years later, the 

Court in Delawctre River .Joint Toll Bridge Commission, .. Co/h11ni' 8hekl that an interstate compact 

created a federal right and privilege. This led one commentator to declare in 1965 that "it seems 

abundantly clear that the doctrinal basis chosen by the Court for the Coburn rule was that a compact, 

hy sanction of Congress, has become a law of the Union.''29 

As predicted, modern precedent now holds that a congressionally approved interstate 

compact is indeed a "law of the United States. "30 In 1981, Cuyler ,,. A dwns explained how the 

Supreme Court arrived at this conclusion: 

Although the law-of-the-Union doctrine was questioned ... any doubts as to its 
continued vitality were put to rest in Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge Comm 'n v. 
Colburn ... where the Comi stated:" ... [W]c now conclude that the construction of 
such a compact sanctioned by Congress by virtue of Article I. § 10, Clause 3 of the 
Constitution, involves a federal 'title, right, privilege or immunity'" .... This holding 
reaffirmed the law-of-the-Union doctrine and the underlying principle that 
congressional consent can transform interstate compacts into federal law. The 
requirement of congressional consent is at the heart of the Compact Clause. By 
vesting in Congress the power to grant or withhold consent, or to condition consent 
on the States' compliance with specified conditions, the Framers sought to ensure that 
Congress would maintain ultimate supervisory power over cooperative state action 
that might otherwise interfere with the full and free exercise of federal authority.31 

lt is now so well established that congressionally approved interstate compacts constitute fcclerul law 

that the regulatory bodies some interstate compacts create have even sought certification as federal 

agencies. 32 Lawsuits brought against agencies created by interstate compacts under stale law have 

been dismissed based on the determination that any state law that connicts with the authority 

conferred by an interstate compact "is preempted under the Supremacy Clause of'the United Stales 

Constitution."33 In fact, congressionally approved interstate compacts not only displace state !av,; 

under the Supremacy Clause but have been held lo supersede prior federal law as well. For example, 

the Circuit Courl of Appeals for the District of' Columbia held that the liability provisions of the 

previously enacted Federal Employee Liability Act were clisplaccd by the contrary prnvisions or the 

Washington Metropolillln Area Transit Authority (WMATA) interstutc· compact. 34 Additionally, it is 
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reasonable to expect that the rights. guarnntccs. and obligations congressionally approved interstate 

compacts create arc likely protected from dcpriYrrtion by the federal government as vested rights 

under the Fil'th Amenclment·s Due Process Clause.35 For example, water rights protected by the 
Colorado River Compact have hern prutcctcd against a federal agency"s efforts to undermine those 

rights by enforcing an inconsistent fcclcrul law.36 In short, states can kveragc congressionally 

approved interstate compacts to supnscde prior leclcrnl laws and to protect themselves and their 

residents against the reach ol' J'uture lederal laws through the <.:rcation of vested rights protected by 

interstate compact. 

Congressional Consent Docs Not Require Presidential Approval 

Given that congressionally approved interstate compacts have the force of federal law, the 

next question is: How should states secure the requisite approval? The Constitution speaks only of 

securing the "Consent of Congress."37 lf granting the consent of Congress were regarded as an 

exercise of Congress' normal lawmaking process, then each house would be required to pass a 

resolution consenting to the compact, whereupon the joint resolution would be sent to the President 

for his approval or veto. 38 But if granting the consent of Congress were regarded as the exercise ofa 

power conferred exclusively upon Congress, such as Congress· power to propose constitutional 

amendments.39 then each house would need only to approve an interstate compact hy passing a 

concurrent joint resolution, which does not require presidential presentment.
40 

No case holds that congressional consent to an interstate compact requires presidential 

approval.41 Scholars are divided on whether the requisite congressional consent requires presidential 

presentment, even though there is a history of vetoes and threatened vetoes of interstate compacts 

during President Roosevelt's term in office, as well as a custom of presenting interstate compacts to 
the President for approvaJ.42 But it is clear that granting consent of Congress to an interstate compact 

is not an exercise of Congress' normal lawmaking process. This is because the Supreme Cout1 has 

long held congressional consent to interstate compacts can be implied both before and after the 
underlying agreement is reached.43 This rule of law treats the consent of Congress very differently 

from the normal lawmaking process, insofar as laws obviously cam1ot be enacted by mere 

implication. It also compels the conclusion that presidential presentment is unnecessary to garner the 

requisite consent of Congress for an interstate compact. After all, if an actual vote on specific 
legislation approving a specific interstate compact is not necessary to secure the requisite consent of 

Congress, it follows that presidential presentment is not necessary. Prevailing prccccknt thus justifies 

concluding that the Compact Clause conlers an exclusive power upon Congress to approve interstate 

compacts that can be exercised without presidential presentment. This conclusion is also consistent 

with the original meaning of the Constitution. 

From an originalist perspective, the text of the Cmnpact Clause is the starting point for 

analysis. The fact that Congress has long had a means of manifesting its consent without presidential 

presentment-the concurrent joint resolution-precludes the claim that the meaning of the phrase 

"Consent of Congress" necessarily implies the requirement of presidential presentment. And while it 

has been argued that the Compact Clause was not meant to provide an alternative means of 

legislation,44 the substantive power of an interstate compact could be alternatively sustained under 
For more infornwtion, contact: Nick Dronias, ndranic1s@goldwateri11stit11tc.org, 602-462-5000 x22 l 
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the doctrine or estuppel by acquiescence, or "quasi cstoppcl," which would bar the federal 
go\'crnmcnt from changing its position on an interstate compact.45 Moreover, the structure and 

purpose of the Constitution does not require the President to have the power to veto congressional 

consent for interstate compacts. This is because the President's role in presentment is to defend the 

executive branch from incursions by the.federnl legislative branch and to act as the representative of 

all of the people of the nation.46 Fulfilling this role does not require the President to have the power 

to veto interstate compacts, which directly affect only the compacting states~espccially in view of 

the Founders' robust conception of state sovereignty and strong preference for decentralized 

government. 

Significantly, those who claim that presidential presentment is necessary have never made 

the case that the original meaning ol'the phrase "Consent of Congress'' entails the requirement of 

presidential presentment. Instead, they have declared, "whatever the original meaning of the consent 

requirement may have been with regard to compacts, settled usage now has definitely established the 
President's power to paiiicipate in the consent process."47 But the claim that presidential 

presentment is "settled usage" disregards the longstanding corni-sanctioned phenomenon of "implied 
consent" to interstate compacts. This phenomenon alone disproves the assertion that "settled usage" 

requires presidential presentment for effective congressional consent to interstate compacts. 

It is not unusual and perhaps even "settled usage" for the exercise of confened powers under 

the Constitution to have the effect oflaw without following the ordinary lawmaking process. 

Treaties, for example, create federal law under the Supremacy Clause despite conferring treaty 

powers only upon the Senate and the Presiclcnt.48 It is natural to similarly regard congressional 

consent to an interstate compact as excepted from the normal lawmaking process, given that the 

Compact Clause mirrors the treaties clause of the Articles of Confederation,49 and may be regarded 

as aimed at a similar purpose.so Moreover, where the Constitution specifically confers a power upon 

a named legislative assembly, as it does in the Compacts Clause, action by that assembly, without 

presentment to the executive branch, has been repeatedly sustained.s 1 The theory underpinning this 

rule is that the exercise of a specifically conferred power, such as the power to consent to an 

interstate compact, is not an exercise of the lawmaking apparatus; instead, the exercise of a 

conferred power is the exercise or a power that was meant to be exercised exclusively by the 

designated body. 

Binding precedent, original meaning, and "settled usage" thus justify the conclusion that 
presidential presentment is rnmecessary to securing effective congressional consent to an interstate 

compact. Without u presentment requirement, states would be able to form viable interstate 

compacts that displace federal power within their jurisdiction without having to grapple with an 

antagonist in the executive branch. For example, an agreement between two or more states to allow 

insurance companies reciprocal access to intrastate markets, to allow for the portability of existing 

medical insurance coverage, or to protect the right to pay directly for health care services in either 

state could serve usu vehicle for superseding connicting feclcrnl laws regulating insurnnce 

companies or precluding li·ee choice among medical providers and insurance issuers-such as the 

Obama Health Care l'rograrn. A compact among the states to protect, recognize, and mutually 
enforce the rights created by the Firearms Freedom Acts or the 1-lealth Care freedom Acts could 
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• establish vested rights protected against prior or subsequent federal law. T" test the boundaries or the 
c~tent lo which congressionally approved interstate compacts supersede contrary l'cdernl law, stutes 

could devise interstate compacts that (1) directly displace contrary federal laws that affect the 

reserved powers of the states, (2) redefine compliance with the terms of conditional federal grants to 

prevent recapture of federal funds that are appropriated to serve stale and local priorities, and(:;) 

redirect federal tax revenues to custodial accounts and shield taxpayers from federal tax liability. 

Interstate Compacts Advance Consent Statute 

Even if presidential presentment were required for effective congressional approval of an 

interstate compact, al least one blanket '"consent-in-advance·• statute has been on the books for 

dccades. 52 This statute gives blanlel consent "to any two or more Stales lo enter into agreements or 

compacts for cooperative effort and mutual assistance in the prevention of crime and in the 

enforcement of their respective criminal laws and policies. and lo establish such agencies, joint or 

otherwise, as they may deem desirable for making effective such agreements and compacls."53 The 

foregoing statute contains no caveat and no stipulation that the consent it offers is conditional on the 

interstate compact being consistent with federal law. Such blanket congressional consent contrasts 

with numerous prior, contemporaneous, and subsequent consent-in-advance laws that only give 

consent to interstate compacts that do not conflict with federal law.54 The only reasonable way to 

construe the omission of such language is to infer that blanket consent was given lo future 

conforming interstate compacts. States should be able to rely on the effectiveness of this consent-in
advance statute because such statutes have been enforced from the earliest days of the Republic.55 

The foregoing "consent-in-advance" statute provides the legal basis for states to attempt lo 

resist ncnrly any federal regulatory law by criminalizing related enforce111ent efforts, reaching 

agreement with other states on enforcing such criminal laws and establishing "such agencies, joint or 

otherwise, as they may deem desirable for making effective such agreements and compacts." The 

Health Care Freedom Act, for example, guarantees the right lo free choice among medical providers 

and insurance issuers. The Fireanm Freedom Act establishes a less restrictive regulatory regime for 

instate manufacturing and sales of firearms. States enacting these laws are free to criminalize the 
violation of the rights they protect. ln fact, Wyoming has criminalized the violation of its version of 

Firearms Freedom Act.56 Stutes could then enter into an interstate compact mutually guaranteeing to 

protect the enjoyment of the rights guaranteed by the Health Care freedom Act or the firearms 

Freedom Act under the protections of their respective criminal laws. Such a co111pacl could then he 

lodged with Congress under the authority of the foregoing consent-in-advance statute, whereupon 

the provisions of the compact would arguably become federal law, superseding prior inconsistent 

federal law.57 

In principle, states would be able lo exert their police powers to define and protect many 

other types of individual rights from federal encroachment using the fore-going "consent-in-aclvance·• 

statute to criminal law enforcement statutes. The possible ways in which interstate compacts can be 

used to resist federal power under the foregoing consent-in-advance statute are nearly limitless. lt is 
up to the states lo push the boundaries lo determine what is possible. There is no time to lose. 
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• Kasper 

rom: 
ent: 
'l: 

1bject: 
Attachments: 

Dear Rep. Kasper: 

Nick Dranias [NDranias@goldwaterinstitute.org] 
Friday, January 21, 2011 5:46 PM 
Kasper, Jim M.; Jim Kasper 
Educational Materials regarding Interstate Compact 
What is an Interstate Compact.pdf; Interstate Compact Research Memo.pdf 

It was great meeting you the other day. Per the request of your committee, I·11ave attached the main educational 
documents that relate to th_e Interstate Compact concept. . Feel free to forward these documents to your colleagues per 
the chairman's authorization. 

Very truly yours, 

NidkUranias· 
Oirecforc ,Center for Constitutional. Government 
Attorn~y:: Adri'iitted,u~der)\r,iz,:S ,,Ct. R. ·38(f) ;:No. 330033 
Goldwater Institute I www.Goldwaterlnstitute.org 
!;i_OO East Coronado Road Phoenix, AZ 85004 
(Ei02).A62"5000 ext,22-1 I fax- (602) 256-7045 

AlNFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information contained in this message may be attorney-client privileged and 
9ifidential. It is intended only to be read by the individual or entity named above. Any distribution of this 

,essage by any person who is not the intended recipient is strictly prohibited. If you have received this 
.essage in error, do not read it. Please immediately notify the sender and delete it. Thank you. 

rrom: Kasper, Jim M. [mailto:jkasper@nd.gov] 
Sent: Friday, January 14, 2011 8:24 AM 
To: Kasper, Jim M.; Nick Dranias; Jim Kasper 
Cc: 'Jim Kasper' 
Subject: RE: Interstate Health Care Freedom Compact Model Legislation--NOW INTRODUCED IN NORTH DAKOTA-
FROM REP JIM KASPER==l/13/2011 

Nick: 

Am resending as I don't know if this went the first time. 

Jim 

Rep. Jim Kasper 

•

D House of Representatives 
istrict 46 

1128 Westrac Drive 
argo, ND 58103 

fice Phone: 701-232-6250 
c.ell Phone: 701-799-9000 



-Original message-----
·rom: Jim Kasper <jmkasper@amg-nd.com> 
o: Nick Dranias <NDranias@goldwaterinstitute.org> 
:: "jkasper@nd.gov" <jkasper@nd.gov>, &apos;Jim Kasper&apos; <jmkasper@amg-nd.com> 

,ent: Fri, Jan 14, 2011 05:30:48 GMT +00:00 
Subject: RE: Interstate Health Care Freedom Compact Model Legislation--NOW INTRODUCED IN NORTH 
DAKOTA--FROM REP JIM KASPER==1 /13/2011 

Dear Nick: 

I have now introduced the ND Health Care Interstate Compact Bill and I need IMMEDIATELY testimony on how the 
compact would work, why we need it and all other pertinent details. 

When we talked in Washington at the ALEC conference in December, you said you would come to North Dakota to 
testify on behalf of the bill. Can you do this. 

If yes, FANTASTIC. If no, I NEED HELP NOW ON THE PROPER TESTIMONY TO EXPLAIN WHY WE SHOULD ADOPT THE BILL 
AND HOW THE COMPACT WOULD WORK. 

I really need your help now. Our chairman has scheduled the hearing for next week Monday. I am trying to get the 
hearing postponed, but cannot take the chance that he will do so. Therefore, written testimony and handouts are 
needed immediately. ease EMAIL TO BOTH OF MY EMAILS ABOVE. 

1ank you for your help . 

. ,cp. Jim !<asper 

From: Kasper, Jim M. [mailto:jkasper@nd.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 21, 2010 9:46 AM 
To: jmkasper@amg-nd.com 
Subject: FW: Interstate Health Care Freedom Compact Model Legislation 
Importance: High 

From: Nick Dranias [NDranias@goldwaterinstitute.org] 
Sent: Monday, December 06, 2010 8:30 PM 
To: Mike.Ritze@okhouse.gov; cary@bresnan.net; Sylvia Allen; rpearce@azleg.gov; dbsdvsatty@yahoo.com; 
ed.setzler@house.ga.gov; Kasper, Jim M.; Thoreson, Blair; brenda@azbartons.org; spierce@azleg.gov 
Cc: Clint Bolick 
Subject: Interstate Health Care Freedom Compact Model Legislation 

Dear Sen. Pearce (Arizona), Sen. Allen (Arizona), Sen. Pierce (Arizona), Rep. D. Smith (Arizona), Rep. Barton (Arizona), 

-ep. Setzler (Georgia), Rep. C. Smith (Mont.), Rep. Kasper (ND), Rep. Thoreson (ND), and Rep. Ritze (Ok): 

Per your prior req uests,;l;have.attached model :legislation that, if enacted and executed, I believe would give you 
·inriable leg91 argu.ment that yourstate's.existing or forthcoming Health Care Freedom laws displace pre-existing 
Jeral law; i.e. 'Obamacare . .Please"visitthis link http://works.bepress.com/nicholas~dranias/1/ and jump to the end, 

Tactical Tool #10," to.learn about the law governing interstate compacts as I understand it. 

4 
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ou review .. this model legislation, please understand that I beneve there are three essential steps to formulating an 
rstate,compact.(aside from ensuring your state enacts a Health Care freedom law! I have cc'd Clint Bolick who 

•afted the original "Health Care Freedom Act" if you need guidance on that), 

;s\, you need to,i:;~_a_ct a statute criminaliiing the violation of your state's Health Care Freedom laws by anyone, 
,,1duding.federa'J;agents,(this need not be explicit, but you do not want to exclude governmental officials). I have not .. ~. . - . , 

provided you with model legislation for this because I am not an expert in criminal law. 
'Seconsl, v_ou:Q~.ed :acomp_act, which is in the form ota:"c·ontrn_ct,betwe_en:states, that agrees to coordinate and mutually 
enforce·the·criminal law-enforcement of the foregciing·statute. I have provided this model legislation. 
•1•·•··· •·» -- , .. ·«,,\" :· ; - ,· . .. : ·- . ,_. • ' , -, • - • 

;J:hifa, you need to enact a statute enabling the governor to enter into the foregoing compact with other states and 
f~ifiier providing that the compact shall be effective as the law of your state in accordance with its terms. I have 
provided this model legislation. 

[n.add_ition to these steps, you ·ne.ed to ensure that each compacting state executes an appropriate writing agreeing to 
(lie ·compact and that:_each compacting,s_tateJransrnits.such agreement to every other compacting state, -as well as 
Congress. The model legislation for the interstate compact describes that process. 

This legal structure may meet with disagreement from your legislative counsel. Some legislative counsel are advising 
states to simply enact compacts as statutes, without first going through the motions of having states, throug 
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Title. 

Prepared by the Legislative Council staff for 
Representative Kasper 

January 31, 2011 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO HOUSE BILL NO. 1287 

Page 1, line 1, after "A BILL" replace the remainder of the bill with "for an Act to adopt the 
interstate freedom to breathe compact; and to provide a penalty. 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF NORTH DAKOTA: 

SECTION 1. 

Interstate freedom to breathe compact. 

The governor is authorized and directed to enter into a compact on behalf of this 
state with any of the United States lawfully joined in the compact in a form substantially 
as follows: 

· Article I 

Findings and Declaration of Policy 
1. 4 U.S.C. section 112 gives congressional consent "to any two or more 

states to enter into agreements or compacts for cooperative effort and 
mutual assistance in the prevention of crime and in the enforcement of 
their respective criminal laws and policies, and to establish such agencies, 
joint or otherwise. as they may deem desirable for making effective such 
agreements and compacts". 

2. Pursuant to their police powers to protect public health. safety. welfare. 
and morals. the party states have enacted or anticipate enacting laws or 
constitutional provisions to protect and guarantee the freedom to breathe. 

3. The party states have enacted or anticipate enacting laws that make it a 
crime in their state for anyone to interfere with their respective freedom to 
breathe laws. 

4. The party states find it necessary and deem it desirable for making 
effective their respective current or anticipated freedom to breathe criminal 
laws. as well as this agreement and compact. to do the following: 

a. Prohibit any governmental agent from depriving any resident of any 
party state of the rights and freedoms guaranteed under its respective 
current or anticipated freedom to breathe laws. 

b. Prohibit any governmental agent from penalizing any resident of any 
party state for exercising the rights and freedoms guaranteed under its 
respective current or anticipated freedom to breathe laws. 

c. Cooperate with each other and to give each other mutual assistance 
in the prevention of crimes under the freedom to breathe criminal laws 
of any party state. 

Page No. 1 11.0007.01001 
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d. Cooperate with each other and to give each other mutual assistance 
in the criminal prosecution of anyone who violates the freedom to 
breathe criminal laws of any party state. 

Article II 

Definitions 
As used in this compact. unless the context clearly indicates otKerwise: 

1. "Compel" includes legal mandates. penalties. or fines. 

2. "Freedom to breathe criminal laws" means any state law that makes it a 
crime for anyone to interfere with the state"s respective freedom to breathe 
laws. 

3. "Freedom to breathe laws" means any state law or constitutional provision 
that 

a. Protects and guarantees the freedom or right to engage in the 
harmless intrastate emission of anthropogenic (man-caused) carbon 
dioxide {CO,) or other greenhouse substances produced by biological. 
mechanical or chemical processes. including refuse and agricultural 
operations: or 

b. Reserves the exclusive power to regulate the intrastate emission of 
anthropogenic (man-caused) carbon dioxide {CO2) or other 
greenhouse substances produced by biological. mechanical or 
chemical processes. including refuse and agricultural operations to 
the enacting state. 

4. "Penalty" means any civil penal!¼ criminal fine. tax. salary, or wage 
withholding or surcharge or any named fee with a similar effect established 
by law or rule by a government established. created. or controlled agency 
that is used to punish or discourage the enjoyment of freedoms or rights 
protected under the state"s freedom to breathe law. 

5. "State" means a state of the United States. 

Article Ill 

Terms 
Notwithstanding any state or federal law to the contrary: 

1. Each party state shall give full faith and credit to the freedom to breathe 
criminal laws and freedom to breathe laws of every party state. 

2. A governmental agent shall not deprive residents of party states of the 
rights and freedoms protected under their respective state"s freedom to 
breathe criminal laws and guaranteed by their respective state"s freedom 
to breathe laws. 

3. A governmental agent shall not deprive party states of the powers 
protected under their respective freedom to breathe criminal laws and 
guaranteed by their respective freedom to breathe laws. 
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4. A governmental agent shall not penalize residents of party states for 

exercising the rights and freedoms protected under their respective state's 
freedom to breathe criminal laws and guaranteed by their respective 
state's freedom to breathe laws. 

5. A governmental agent shall not penalize party states for exercising the 
powers protected under their respective freedom to breathe criminal laws 
and guaranteed by their respective freedom to breathe laws. 

6. The party states shall cooperate with each other and give each other 
mutual assistance in the prevention of crimes under the freedom to 
breathe criminal laws of any party state. 

7. The party states shall cooperate with each other and give each other 
mutual assistance in the criminal prosecution of any person who violates 
the freedom to breathe criminal laws of any party state. 

Article IV 

Enforcement 
Notwithstanding any state or federal law to the contrary: 

1. The chief law enforcement officer of each party state shall enforce this 
agreement and compact. 

2. A taxpaying resident of any party state has standing in the courts of any 
party state to require the chief law enforcement officer of any party state to 
enforce this agreement and compact. 

Article V 

Compact Administrator and Interchange of Information 
1. The governor of each party state or the governor's desiqnee is the 

compact administrator. The compact administrator shall: 

a. Maintain an accurate list of all party states. 

b. Consistent with subsections 3 and 4, transmit in a timely fashion to 
other party states citations of all current freedom to breathe laws and 
current freedom to breathe criminal laws of the compact 
administrator's respective state. 

c. Receive and maintain a complete list of the freedom to breathe laws 
and freedom to breathe criminal laws of each party state. 

2. The compact administrator of each party state shall furnish to the compact 
administrator of each party state any information or documents that are 
reasonably necessary to facilitate the administration of this compact. 

3. Within ten days after executing this agreement and compact, and 
thereafter on the close of each of their respective succeeding legislative 
sessions, the party states shall notify each other in writing and by 
appropriate citation of each of their current freedom to breathe laws, which 
shall be deemed within the subject matter of this agreement and compact, 
unless the compact administrator of one or more party states gives specific 
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notice in writing to all other gartt states within sixtt dats of such notice that 

• it objects to the inclusion of such law or laws in this agreement and 
comgact. 

4. Within ten dats after executing this agreement and comgact, and ( 
thereafter on the close of each of their resgective succeeding legislative 

'"·, ..... 

sessions, the gartt states shall notif)". each other in writing and bt 
aggrogriate citation of each of their current freedom to breathe criminal 
laws, which shall be deemed within the subject matter of this agreement 
and comgact, unless the comgact administrator of one or more gartt states 
gives sgecific notice in writing to all other gartt states within six!'.:( dats of 
such notice that it objects to the inclusion of such law or laws in this 
agreement and comgact. 

Article VI 

Enl[::l Into Effect and Withdrawal 

1 ' This comgact is deemed accegted when at least two states deliver a notice 
of confirmation, which is dult executed bt their res12ective authorized 
regresentative and which acknowledges comglete agreement to the terms 
of this comgact, to each other's governor, the office of the clerk of the 
United States house of regresentatives, the office of the secreta[::l of the 
United States senate, the gresident of the United States senate, and the 
sgeaker of the United States house of regresentatives. Thereafter, the 
comgact is deemed accegted bt an)". state when a resgective notice of 

• confirmation, which is dult executed bt the state's resgective authorized 
regresentative and which acknowledges comglete agreement to the terms 
of this comgact, is delivered to each gartt state's comgact administrator, cj the office of the clerk of the United States house of regresentatives, the 
office of the secretart of the United States senate, the 12resident of the 
United States senate, and the sgeaker of the United States house of 
regresentatives. 

2. Ant gartt state mat withdraw from this comgact b::i enacting a joint 
resolution declaring such withdrawal and delivering notice of the 
withdrawal to each other gartt state. A withdrawal does not affect the 
validitt or ag121icabilit::l of the comgact to states remaining 12artt to the 
comgact. 

Article VII 

Construction and Severabilitt 

1. This comgact shall be liberallt construed so as to effectuate its gurgoses. 

2. This comgact is not intended to and shall not: 

a. Prevent ant gerson or association of geogle from enjo)".ing or 
enforcing grivate grogert)". rights. 

- b. Authorize ant activitt that ordinaril)". causes cognizable harm or injurt 
to ant gerson or association of geo12le. 

C. Authorize increased regulation of an)". geaceful and groductive activity 

(_,' of any gerson or association of geogle. 
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3. This compact is intended to operate as the law of the nation with respect to 
the party states under 4 U.S.C. section 112. to supersede any inconsistent 
state and federal law to establish vested rights in favor of residents of the 
party states in the enioyment of the rights and freedoms protected by their 
respective freedom to breathe criminal laws and guaranteed by their 
respective freedom to breathe laws. 

4. If any phrase. clause. sentence. or provision of this compact is declared in 
a final iudgment by a court of competent iurisdiction to be contrary to the 
Constitution of the United States or is otherwise held invalid. the validity of 
the remainder of this compact shall not be affected. 

5. If the applicability of any phrase. clause. sentence. or provision of this 
compact to any government. agency. person. or circumstance is declared 
in a final iudgment by a court of competent iurisdiction to be contrary to the 
Constitution of the United States or is otherwise held invalid. the validity of 
the remainder of this compact and the applicability of the remainder of this 
compact to any government. agency. person. or circumstance shall not be 
affected. 

6. If-this compact is held to be contrary to the constitution of any party state. 
the compact shall remain in full force and effect as to the remaining party 
states and in full force and effect as to the affected party state as to all 
severable matters." 

Renumber accordingly 
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federal government has the exclusive right to judge the extent of its own powers, warned the Kentucky and 
ia resolutions' authors (Thomas Jefferson and James Madison, respectively), it will continue to grow -

regardless of elections, the separation of powers, and other much-touted limits on government power." 
- Thomas E. Woods 

"William Davie, a delegate to the Constitutional Convention of 1787 and 1788, from North Carolina and proponent of 
the Constitution, responded to attacks levied on the "supremacy clause" by stating that: 
This Constitution, as to the powers therein granted, is constantly to be the supreme law of the land. Every power 
ceded by it must be executed without being counteracted by the laws or constitutions of the individual states. 
Gentlemen should distinguish that it is not the supreme law in the exercise of power not granted. It can be supreme 
only in cases consistent with the powers specially granted, and not in usurpations [emphasis added}. 

Davie wasn't alone in this opinion. Future Supreme Court justice James Iredell of North Carolina argued that, "This 
clause [the supremacy clause] is supposed to give too much power, when, in fact, it only provides for the execution 
of those powers which are already given in the foregoing articles .... If Congress, under pretence of executing one 
power, should, in fact, usurp another, they will violate the Constitution [emphasis added]." 

Of course, this debate ultimately boils down to loose interpretation verses strict construction. Thomas Jefferson had 
the best line on this issue. When asked to read between the lines to "find" implied powers, Jefferson responded that 
he had done that, and he "found only blank space." - Brion McClanahan, Ph.D from "Who's Supreme? 
The Supremacy Clause Smackdown" 

"Nullification derives from the (surely correct) "compact theory" of the Union, to which no full-fledged alternative 

•

ea_rs to have been offered until as late as the 1830s. That compact theory, in tum, derives from and implies the 
wmg: 

1) The states preceded the Union. The Declaration of Independence speaks of "free and independent states" that 
"have full power to levy war, conclude peace, contract alliances, establish commerce, and to do all other acts and 
things which independent states may of right do." The British acknowledged the independence not of a single blob, 
but of 13 states, which they proceeded to list one by one. Article II of the Articles of Confederation says the states 
"retain their sovereignty, freedom, and independence"; they must have enjoyed that sovereignty in the past in order 
for them to "retain" it in 1781 when the Articles were officially adopted. The ratification of the Constitution was 
accomplished not by a single, national vote, but by the individual ratifications of the various states, each assembled 
in convention. 

2) In the American system no government is sovereign, not the federal government and not the states. The peoples 
of the states are the sovereigns. It is they who apportion powers between themselves, their state governments, and 
the federal government. In doing so they are not impairing their sovereignty in any way. To the contrary, they are 
exercising it. 

3) Since the peoples of the states are the sovereigns, then when the federal government exercises a power of 
dubious constitutionality on a matter of great importance, it is they themselves who are the proper disputants, as 
they review whether their agent was intended to hold such a power. No other arrangement makes sense. No one 
asks his agent whether the agent has or should have such-and-such power. In other words, the very nature of 
sovereignty, and of the American system itself, is such that the sovereigns must retain the power to restrain the 
agent they themselves created. James Madison explains this clearly in the famous Virginia Report of 1800: 

The resolution [of 1798] of the General Assembly [of Virginia] relates to those great and extraordinary cases, in 

-

ich all the forms of the Constitution may prove ineffectual against infractions dangerous to the essential right of 
parties to it. The resolution supposes that dangerous powers not delegated, may not only be usurped and 

ecuted by the other departments, but that the Judicial Department also may exercise or sanction dangerous 
powers beyond the grant of the Constitution; and consequently that the ultimate right of the parties to the 
Constitution, to judge whether the compact has been dangerously violated, must extend to violations by one 
delegated authority, as well as by another, by the judiciary, as well as by the executive, or the legislature." 
- Thomas E. Woods, from "Nullification: Answering the Objections" 

Comae/: Paul Sorum, 5843 Silver Lec!f'Dr S. Fargo, ND 58104 Cell. 701-11 Y-560 I pu1tl@puulsor11m.com 
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February 3, 2011 

The Honorable Todd Porter 

Energy and Natural Resources Committee 

RE: Opposition to House Bill 1287 

r.1,,,..;...,...,.,....., 1).,.....,;..,. .. ..,..,,1 l\A,..mh~•"""' nl" fl,,.. r..-.mm;f*'"" -------------- - ··- --- ---·- -- --- - ---------· --· 

My name is Kris Kitko; I am a folksinger/songwriter and public commentator living in 
Bismarck. 

When the government of Iraq did not allow UN inspectors into the country to look for 
weaoons of mass destruction. the United States cried out. "What are vou afraid of? Let 
them in if you have nothing to hide." 

ThP C''..lrnP nnP.ctinn m11eot h.,. <:1C'L-Pr1 rpnc.rrlinn tJ-.i'-' hill \Uln, ·n,n.111..-1 '..ln,1nnP hP er,. ,;,fr,.,.irl tl-.,~t ..... - - ··- . ._,. .,;, ., ... 
he would want to put a ban on federal or EPA inspections and make it almost impossible 
for the EPA to keep track of our health and safety? 

This is not a rhetorical question, and I will answer it right now. 

A rew momns oacK, 1 wrote ano recoroeo a song crmc1zmg srnte 1eaoersmp ourmg our 011 

boom. Specifically, I sang about problems that developed due to infrastructure neglect. I 
posted the song on the Internet, and it was viewed by thousands. The email and 
comments came streaming in-some criticizing me, others agreeing about infrastructure 
troubles. 

And then a very different type of email began showing up in my inbox. Those emails 
suggest an answer to my question. 

Here is what is to be feared: 

T) .. 1 .. 11'. ..•.. P ..... 1'. .. 1, .. , __ , __ 1,.. . ... 1. r" •..•.• 1' __ , __ ... .1 ....... , 
J.. U.J. J..lVH.U.1.15 u. ""VPJ v.i. ............. u ... u.i ...... ., .. .l ................ .,..,,u .. l.V 1.u .... VJ .... .LIA,J.l.lU,,J.. J..l •. u1.5 .l.U .l.lVl ... u ......... .. 

North Dakota. Since fracking started near the family's home, they have been sick. She 
says of the results: 

"My doctor told me that a normal germanium level on this test would be below I 0. Mine 
is 52, and a second test done later came back at 48. My husband tested at 39. It has been 
at these levels for months. For arsenic, the doctor said that the highest it should ever be is 
50 or less. Mine is 132.4." 

They have spent thousands of dollars in ER visits because they often carmot breathe or 
walk steadily enough to get out and feed the cattle. They are in their forties. They counted 
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approximately 25 storage tanks or drill sites within a ten-mile radius of their home and a 
few ponds that contain "produced water"-waste water from fracking. They enjoyed 
good health before these appeared. 

Here's a picture of a mysterious rash that has plagued a family living near more fracking 
activiry in North Dakota. It is shockingly similar to many other stories found in other 
parts of the country where fracking is occurring. 

And then there's the photo of the barn cats and cattle with blood coming out of their eyes 
and noses. And what about hair falling out on the livestock, towels soaked in blood from 
inexplicable bloody noses, and other ailments that have racked up thou., ... ,..;, v; ..:u::.,;, i;1 

medical bills for our families in North Dakota? 

The emails are still coming. I did not ask for these emails, nor did I sing about-or even 
imagine-these problems when writing my song about infrastructure. 

lfthe EPA questions the safety of hydraulic fracturing, they will be here. And if the EPA 
comes here, they will find out what's harming these people and livestock, and the answer 
may turn out to be hydraulic fracturing. If fracking is interrupted, many peoplt: in 
positions of power will lose out. North Dakota is a big state, but it's just a small town. 
We all know each other or can trace connections to each other quite easily. But we North 
Dakotans, including the people who've been telling me their stories and sending photos, 
have a right to EPA protection. 

I urge you to recommend "Do Not Pass" on this bill. 
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Introduction 
·n,e American Republic is facing one of the 

greatest challenges of our history. In Wash

ington, Republicans and Democrats alike 

have indulged the runaway spending and 

regulatory overreach of a federal government 

that continues to expand the scope of its pow

ers unabated. The Patient Protection and Af

fordable Care Act ("Obama Care") marks a 

dramatic new milestone in that expansion. 

Americans are starting to realize that restor

ing and protecting self-government requires a 

return to our founding principles of limited 

government and local control. 

As this nationwide movement gathers mo

mentum, Americans are searching for tools to 

restore the Conslitulion's founding principles. 

Among the most promising is the interstate 

compact. Its power as a constitutional device 

to regulate a multitude of regional issues has 

already been demonstrated: More than 200 

interstate compacts are currently in force. 

And yet, as this paper shows, that power re

mains largely unexploited. 

Under our Constitution, interslatc compacts 

that regulate matters within the enumerated 

powers of the federal government require 

congressional consent. That consent can be 

express (an affirmative majority vote in Con

gress) or even implied by congressional acqui

escence. In the case of express congressional 

consent, historically that has been accom

plished through either a bill or a resolution 

that typically has been presented to the Presi

dent for his signature into law. 

Critically, once Congress consents to an inter

state compact, the cornpact carries the. force 

of federal law, trumping all prior federal and 

state law. 

Few issues have energized citizens nationally 

more than the recent federal healthcare legis

lation - seen by many as a federal power-grab 

at the expense of state authority and indi

vidual liberty. An interstate healthcare com

pact would present a powerful vehicle for the 

States to confront Obama Care direclly. 

Two insights give force to this Policy Perspec

tive, a legal insight and a po1itical insight. 

First, legally, the problem confronted hy most 

state efforts against federal healthcare legis

lation is that, unJcr the Supremacy Clause, 

fe<lcral law preempts state law. However, with 

congrc.ssionnl consent, an interstate compact 

isfc:,frral Jaw. Hence, it can supersede all prior 

federal law - including Obama Care. Second, 

politically, if States enter into an interstate 

compact, it becomes very difficult for their 

elected congressional representatives to deny 

them consent. It is one thing to vote in the ab

stract for federal legislation; it is quite another 

to tell your home-state cnnstitucnnts that you 

will not respect their views and expressed de

sire not to be bound by Obama Care. 

More hroad.ly, in the decades ahead, interstate 

compacts could gain increasing use as a shield 

ag:1i11st: federal ovcrrcnch. \Nilh congressional 

consent:, federalized i11terstate compacts could 

shield entire areas of state regulation from the 
power of the federal government. rlhis Policy 

continued on next page 



Shield of Federalism: Interstate Compacts in Our Constitution 

• n the decades ahead, interstate 

.lmpacts could gain increasing 

use as a shield against federal 

overreach. 

Perspective explores the history and law of interstate com

pacts, with particular focus on federalized interstate com

pacts. 

Interstate Compacts in Constitutional History 

The interstate compact has a long history in America. Dur
ing the colonial period, interstate compacts were used to 

regulate inter-colonial affairs. Two centuries later, more than 

200 interstate compacts arc in force, woven invisibly into the 

fabric of our society. The Port Authority of New York and 

New Jersey is an interstate compact; so is thl' ,vashington 

A 1etropolitan Area Transportation Authority that runs the 

W \)ways and buses in our Nation's capital; so are a myriad of 

_,reements thnt regulate criminal background checks, en

vironmental slandanls, an<l education hern.:flls, across sli.1tc 

1ines. 

• 

Interstall' compacts were burn of thl' uniquely Anglo
Arnerican tradition of common hnv and respect for the 

so1emn obligation of contract-that tradition which has 

proved such a bountiful source of strength for the American 

Republic. Indeed, they are at one level just ordinar)' 
contracts, governed by the s,urn:: cornmon law of contracts 

that applies lo private lra11sactions . .Historically, because 

they were agreements among governments, which could 

bind future governments, they had a quasi-constitutional 

force. In this sense, hoth the Articles or Confederation and 

the Constitution of the UnilL'd States can be seen as a form 

of interstalt compact. 

Both the contractual and quasi-constitutional dimensions 

of the interstate compact survive to this day. The Constitu
tion expressly provides for them, in Article I, Sec. 10: "No 

·jatc shall, without the Cunscnl of Congress ... enter inlo 

1 Agreement or Compact with another State." TI1is provi-
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sion has been very narrowly construed. 1he Supreme Court 

has hce11 lo,\th lo strike dow11 i11tl'rstate compacts generally, 

a11d has not in fact required congressional consent in many 

cases. Congressional consent has generally been required 

only when necessary "in order to check any infringement of 

the rights of the national government:'1 

lnlerstalc l'.nmpacls have tended to foll inlo one ofthrl'c cat

cgnrics.2 First and most traditional is the compact dt·,.1\ing 

with border questions among States. Sl'cond is the advisory 
compact, which is usually set up to study ;1 question and 

make recommendations. ·rhinl is the regulatory comp.tct, 
which has come into increasing prominence in the last cen

tury. The most important for our purposes, n:gulatnry com

pacts run the gamut of policy areas, from regional trans

portation lo crime, radioactive waste, and environmental 

regulation. 

Regulatory compacts usually (but not always) establish a tT

gional agency nf some kind. These vary as much in size and 

function as the compacts themselves, from three-person 

commissions to the Washington Metropolitan Area Tran

sit Authority, which employs l 0,000 people. ll1e key thing 
to note about these agencies is that they (like the compacts 

which create them) "are neither federal in nature nor state 

in scope. Administrative compacts have created pmverful 

governing commissions appropriately described as a "third 

tier" of government, a tier that occupies that space between 

the sphere of federal authority and the sphere of individual 

state authority."' 

Legal Effect of Interstate Compacts 

Impact of inter5tate compoct5 on 5tate law. 
Tn keeping with their ge11cr,1] pllrposf', 1·\w 11rnst ha.sic ef

fect of an interstate compact is to bind the mc111ber Stall:~. 

As one court put it, "The la\\' or interstate c<1111p..1cts as in

terpreted hr the U.S. Suprc111L' Court is clear that interstate 

compacts are the highest form of state slatutory law, hav

ing precedence over conOicting slate slatutt:s."·1 Indeed, an 

interstate compact necessarily involves a giving up of so1ne 

state sovereignty by entering into a restraining arrangcnicnt 

wirh other .St;1lcs. For this reason, courts have imposed lim

its on what the States can do with compacts: The "reserved 

pmvers" doctrine holds that certain all ributcs or sovereign\ y 
cannot. he Ctlllt·rac!'cd away.~ Courts have also held that the 
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surrender of a State's power in a compact must be "in terms 

• 

oo plain to be rnistaken."6 These limitations, however, are 

·,ere Gtveats to hear in mind when considering the fact 

at interstate compacts not only trump existing state law, 

they hind all future slate governments. lvlost compacts pro

vide for withdraw~tl and dissolution; but they arc otherwise 

deemed permanent. 7 

Federalism and interstate compacts 
with congressional consent. 
From the point or vicvv or federalism the mos! important 

effect of interstate compacts is on federal law-and nn the 

balance of ft:deral-state powers. Here a crucial distinction 

must be drawn between those interstate compacts that re

quire congressional consent and those that do not. Courts 

have typically required congressional consent rnr two kinds 

of compacts: first, when the compact would change the bal

ance of power between States an<l the fe<leral government or 

diminish the power of the federal government; and second, 

where the compact intrudes on an area of spcdfic federal 
authority. If the area of regulation is federally preempted, 

congressional consent is generally required. 

A ~ongressional consent transforms 
W 1erstate compacts into federal law. 

, Cllylcr v. Ada111s (1981) the Supreme Court said: "[\VJ here 

Congress has authorized the States to enter into a coopera

tive agreement) 1.m<l where the suhjcct matter of that agree

ment is an appropriate subject for congressional legislation) 

the consent of Congress /ra11sforl/ls Ifie Stales' {/grcc111c11l i11lo 

fcdcml law under the Cornpnc! Clause. "8 A moment's reflec

tion suffices to see the enormous power that this gives inter

state c0111pacts within our constitutional system. Note that 

in Cuyler the issue was the dkct of congressional consent 

given in advancl' lo interstate compacts "fur cooperative ef

fort and mutual assistance in the prevention or crime and in 

the enforccnH.:nt of their n:..:spcclive criminal hnv and policies 

• .. :'
9 Some commentators have expressed concern that inter

state compacts that go further than i1nplementing the precise 

terms of a prior congressional approval stand on questionable 

ground. Regardless, the merits of those concerns, ii is abun

dantly clear that congressional appro\·al given to an already 

exisling interstate compact "transrorms the States' agreemt'nt 

into federal bw under the Compact Claust:." 

\ n interstak compact cannot i1npacl federal bw beyond the 

cders of the member Stales. But just how deeply a compact 
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Just how deeply a compact can 

intrude on federal law has not been 

precisely established, chiefly because 

compacts generally try to have as 

little impact as possible on federal 

law, in order to eliminate potential 

political hurdles in Congress. 

can intrude rn1 ICdcr;.t\ law has not hl'cn prL'cisdy cstahlishl'd, 

chiefly because compacts generally have tried to have as little 

impact as possible on federal law, in order to eliminate po

tential political hurdles in Congress. ·rhe oukr houndaril's 

have not been explored. But we can assume, anJ proponents 

should argue, that interstate compacts can cut a considerable 

swathe into federal law-assuming that congressional con

sent is givell to do so. 1his is hecause, "[w]hen it appl'()ves 

a compact, Congress arguably exercises the legislalivc power 

th;1\ the compact threatens to encroach upon and dcch1res 

that the compact is consistent with Congress's power in that 

area. ( ... 1 Couircss, in c_[Ject, conscnls In the slates' i11lruding 
cm its lmditiu11al donwi11."10 

1l1us, congressional consent transforms a compact into a "law 

of the Union:' as Justice: 1\1cl.ean put it in the serni1rnl Pt.:1111.-,yl
\'nl1in v. Whecli11g ( t 852). 11 Most of the federal cases involving 

interstate compacts turned. on fairly minor questions of fed

eral law; hut if ,1 congressionally appmved interstate compact 

can trump prL'-exisling federal law un a minor issue there is 

no legal har lo its doing su 011 ,1 major issue as well. Hence 

the importance of the "law of the Union" cloctri11c as applied 

in cases such as klcKe1111C1 \'. \Vuslii11gto11 !dclruJ>olitw1 J\rca 

7iw1sil A11tlwrity (D.C. Cir. I 9R7)." 

l 11 McKc1111n, the plaintiff sued for wrongful death on the basis 

of the Federal Employers' Liability Act (FELA) after her hus

band (an employee of WMATA) was killed in an accident 

while on the job. cnie Court of Appeals for the D.C. Cirrnit 

ruled that PELA was unavailable to her because the W MATA 

Compact has its own liahility scheme and specifically pro

vides (in sec. 77 of the Compact) that its transit services "shall 

[ ... ] be exempt from all rules, regulation and orders of [ .. ] 

3 
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- The interstate compact is the one 

-,ol through which the States 

• 

as States can directly initiatite 

changes to federal statutory law. 

the United States otherwise applicable to such transit[ .... ]" 

17,e court also pointed to sec. 5 of the Compact, which pro

vides that "the applicability of the laws of' the United Stales, 

and the rules, regulations, and order promulgated thereun

der, relating to or arTecting transportation under the Compact 

... is suspended1 except as otherwise specified in the Com

pact, to the extent that such laws, rules regulations anJ orders 

are inconsistent with or in duplication of the provisions of the 

Compact." 

Such compact provisions, and court decisions confirming 

them, have not drawn a great deal of attention, but they sug
~esl that interstate compacts have enonnous unexplored po-

1tial to shape the contours of federal power and of federal

.,m. As one commentator noted (proposing a Pacific States 

environn1ental regulatory compact after lhc Exxon Vakkz 

spill in 1989), "the states have never used an interstate com

pact explicitly to circunwent existing federal regulations. 

1l1ere does not seem to be any obstacle, however to using the 

interstate compact in this manner:' 13 

One treatise notes the evolving uses of interstate compacts 

and the potential for further expansion: 

4 

Today, i11tcrstatc compacts govern a wide variety of 

issue areas, ranging from health, education, taxation 

and trnnsporlation to corrections, child welfare, en

ergy, and the environment to name just a few[ .... ] 
The substantive breadth of these initiatives clearly 

demonslrn\t..:s that lhc interstate compact mechanism 

may be readily adapted for use in almost any field. 17,c 
possibilities arc truly limitless, and as recent develop

ments suggest, the range of subj eels covered by such 

agreements is likt:ly to conlinuc growing in the years 

to cmne. 14 
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One i11tcn:sling possibility is th;1t, because C:ongrcss 

rn,1y consent in advance to ~1 cum1iact, ii m:.1y perhaps 

dckgatc the cquiv<1lc11t of administrative rulc1naking 

authority tn any regu1ai"rl' body established by the 

compact. Thus, in the abstract, the interstate compact 

has ,1s much potential as a "policymaking" device as 

the regulatory agencies or the federal government. 

Congressional consent and presentment. 
Although no court has so held, a strong argument can he made 

that presentment is required for congressional consent. As 

an initial matter, the text of the Compact Clause (Art. I, Sec

tion 10) requires only the "consent" of Congress, and makes 

no reference to the President. Moreover, as noted in Cuyler, 

the Supreme Court's cases establish that ''Congress may con

sent to an intt:rstate compact by authorizing joint state action 

in ad\'ance or hy giving expressed or implied apprm·al to an 

agreement the Stales have already joined.'' And if Congress 

can consent impliedly, through mere aquiescence> then a cred

ible argument could be made that Congress may also consent 

by means of <.1 form intermedia1c between express legislation 

and implied acquiescence, .such as a concurrent resolution 

expressing consent, without the need for presentment to the 

President. 

However, as a matter of historical practice, in virtually every 

case, express congressional consent has taken the form of an 

act of Congress, signed by the President. Both the second and 

third clauses of Art. I, Section 7 (Presentment) of the Consti

tution provide a strong basis for arguing that the President's 

signature is required for Congressional consent. 16 Indeed, 

President Franklin Roosevelt vetoed at least two resolutions 

of congressional consent presented to him for signature: one, 

related to fisheries, in 1939, and another, the Repul1lican River 

Corn pa cl (later adopted in modi11ed form) in l 942. On the 
k1sis nf tlwsc. two ex;1mples, one commentator writes, "[wllwn 

congress gives its consent to a ccnllpact by an act or joint reso

lution, it is subject to Presidential vcto." 17 No Court has ever so 

held, and tlie Compact Clause is silent on the issue, but as one 

comentator urges, "fu)sage has brought the President into the 

compact proccss."18 

If it were litigated, the matter would be largely one of first im

pression for the federal courts, because no interstate compact 

has ever been challenged for insultlCient congressional con

sent on the grounds that the claimed consent lacked the signa

ture of the President. 
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Even assuming that presentment to the President is in fact re-

1uiredi however, the interstate compact is a powerful device 

''r shaping the balance of state and federal power. If it were 

opted by a number of States and consented to by Congress, 

a President would face perilous challenges refusing to allow an 

interstate compact to go into effect. And a federalized com

pact (whatever the form of consent) has full force of federal 

law. It is the one tool through which the States as States can 

directly initiate changes to federal law. 

Withdrawal of congressional consent; 
legislative modification. 
Subsequent legislation can modify or withdraw congressional 
consent. In cases where the compact impinges on 
preempted federal regulatory area, and therefore required 
congressional consent to start with, the operative federal 
law can subsequently be modified by Congress. 

Technical and Tactical Considerations 

Scvcra1 observations bear keeping in mind. 

• Congressional consent can take a variety of forn1s. Con

gress can consent to an existing compact (after-the-fact) 

either through resolution or legislation. Courts have held 

that .it can consent to a compact in advance, and its con

sent can be infcri"ed from its acquiescenc~ to a __ compnct, 

as occrnTc·d in the classic c1sc of Virgi11i(I v. Tennessee 
(1893). 19 The deference courts have shown to clear state

ments of congressional consent suggests a nexibility that 

may have significant unexploited potential. 

• Cqngressional consent can be conditional and limited in 

any way Congress sees fit. ln cases where this is a concern, 

the compact can expressly provide that it will go into effect 

only when Congress consents unconditionally. 

Congressional consent can also delegate wide powers to 

the compact, including the power to change the terms of 

the compact subsequently. The Washington Metropolitan 

Area Transit Regulation Compact provides: "1l1is Com

pact m~y be nmendt.;? from time to time without the prior 
con.sent or approval of the Congress of the Ut:ited States 

and any amendment shall be effective unless) ':Vithin one 

year1 the Congress disapproves that amendment." If Con

gress had consented to that provision of the compact, the 

compact would have allowed subsequent state legislative 

action to change federal law without further congressional 
action. 2° Critics \Viii charge an irnpermissih1e delegation 
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of 1egislative authority-l1ut interstate con111acts have al 
least as much latitude in this respect as fcLkral regulatory 
agencies, which routinely set rules without \'ioh1ting the 

doctrine of non-delegation. 

Tnlerstale compacts have hce11 launched and adopted in a 

variety of ways. Here are some examples: 

Port J\11tliority of N\'/NJ: The governor of each state 

appointed three commissioners each to a c01nmis

sion to study the question of regional mobility and 

commerce. The commissioners reported back several 

years later with a draft compact. The compact was 

quickly ratified by the States and approved by Con

gress. 

Intcrs/11/e Co111p11ct 011 tlie l'laccmc11t of Cliildre11: 
New York's Joint Legislative Committee on Interstate 

Cooperation studied the question at length. Eventual

ly it proposed a draft, and the draft was quickly passed 

by 12 legislatures. 

Emergency kfmzngcmcnt Assistmzce Compnct: The 

Southern Governors' Association endorsed the need 

for a compacl to facilitate mutual disaster assistance 

among states facing hurricanes and other natural di

sasters. 1l1e SGA established a working group which 

took about a year to propose a draft compact. The 

plan was signed by SGA members, who began pre

senting it to their legislatures. 

Nolimwl Crime l'rcvc11tio11 nnd Privncy Compact: 

111e NCPPC was formed to facilitate criminal back

grounds checks across borders. 1l1e proposal took 

shape over 15 years under the auspices of a national 

umbrella organization, and it was finally formalized 

in coordination with the FBI. Congrcs~ endorsed it, 

and it then passed in the States. 

Conclusion: Interstate Compacts 
as "Shields" for the States 
One of the founding pillars of our Constitution is the idea of 

dual sovereign\ }'-the supremacy of the federal government 

as to issues of national concern, atid the primacy of the Stales 

as to maltcrs or state and local concern. But as the national 

economy has developed and become more integrated, and 

as communities have grown into thriving metropolitan areas 

5 
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that spill across state lines, the icdcral government has steadily 

expanded in scope and power, to a point that today calls into 

1ucstion the very idea of federalism. With the loss of many of 

1e meaningful constraints on the power of the federal govern-

ment, the original distinction hdween a federal government 

whose powers arc "few and definite" and state gov~rnments 

whose powers are "numerous and indefinite" (as James Nfadi
s01_1 put the matter in l'ederalist No. 45) has been substantially 

diminshed. Hence, one result of the expansion of the federal 

government has been to blur the distinction between national 

issues and local ones, which in has in turn facilitated the fur

ther expansion of federal power. 

lnterstate compacts have great potential to help reestablish the 

crucial boundary of dual sovereignty-if not just where the 

Framers intended, then at least enough to restore a meaning

ful separation between national matters and local ones, and 

meaningful limits on federal power. The fact that congressio-

11al consent gives the interstate compact the status of federal 

law means that, in eflect, the federal government would be 

consenting to carve out-from the scope of its own ever-ex

panding powers-an area within which the States can retain 

• 

substantial authority. ln this way, "compacts can effectively 

preempt fedeyal interference into matters that are traditionally 

\thin the purview of states hut that have regional or national 
.1~plications:•21 

• 
6 
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One promising avenue may be to conceive or a compact for 

a particular area of" legisbtinn-say l1calth care-and provide 

for a "thin" set· of nxiproc.11 legislative provisions (the com

pact) which would include a clause to the effect that "the op

eration of fcderill bws not consistent with state laws and regu
lations adopted pursuant to this compact will he suspended." 

The compact would provide that within certain parameters the 

States would be free to legislate as they chose. Such a compact 

would function as a "thin shield compact" to carve nut an <ll"l\l 

of regulation from the power of the federal govcr11mcnt, and 

leave States free to regulate according to their preferences un

der the umbrella. Such a compact would require congressional 

consent, which would then give it the status of federal law. 

Used in this way, interstate compacts can help clarify and 

strengthen the limitations on the federal government's enumer

ated powers. 1l1ey can thereby restore a meaningful distinc

tion between matlers of national concern and matters oflocal 

concern-the essence of federalism in our Constitution.* 
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By John R, Graham 

Medicare curs, federal control of medical practice, reduced 

incentives to invest in medical innovation, and general 

economic sluggishness; such are the wages of Obamacare, 

which also conscripts the states to do much of its dirty work. 

Ir dramatically expands Medicaid, such that 16 million 

to 18 million Americans will become dependent on this 

welfare program. State Medicaid programs sentence low

income Americans to worse access to medical care than 

if they had private health insurance.1 Obamacare further 

A, ·ncourages states to institute so-called "exchanges" that 

W ·ill limit residents' choice of health insurance to policies 

(ermined by politicians and bureaucrats. These exchanges 

will be significantly more expensive than advertised by the 

Administration.2 

• 

Last November's elections provided clear evidence that the 

majority of people reject Obamacare.3 Many state offices 

were won'by candidates who oppose the federal takeover 

of access to medical care. As described in a previous 

publication, the states, if they haven't done so already, 

can launch a number of initiatives to help deconstruct 

Obamacare.4 Further, a number of important reforms that lie 

unequivocally within states' sovereignty have little or nothing 

to do with Obamacare. 

Medical-rnalpracrice reform, producr-liahilicy reforrn, 

increasing the scope of practice of allied health professionals, 

and improving choice and compericion amongst hospitals 

by relieving or repealing Ccrtifica1e-ol~Need (CON) 

laws, are some of the changes chat states should advai1Ce 

otwirhsran'ding die death thrnes of Obarnacarc civer the 

Xe rwo years. Indeed, November's electoral wave might 

Key Points: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Health insurance is the only line of 

insurance regulated by the federal 

government, but federal control has 

created and deepened the health crisis. 

Obamacare att~mpts to ccms_cript 

states to· do the dirty work; ·of limiting . 

people's choice of health b~nefits. 

States have ensured portability 
·-· ~ '>,t>e,, ... ,...,_,:~:. •-· ... ~,,..-_,:/ ,~: .• ·-• •• ;-,., ,,.., 

and competition in othedines of 

insurance through an "interstate 

compact," a treaty of sorts between 

the stares defined by the U.S. 

Constitution. 

Including health insurance in an 

interstaxe ~om,pact wo'!l.d eff~ctively. 
. ''• .. - ' - ..,· .,_ 

demonstrate that stat~s an, ready, 

: ·1Villihg,'~g.abl~ :~'/ /~i4t:i-te ,pbrt,abg,, 
· . in~ivi4µai1i o~ii~J; :h,(;.it1l'ins"iaii2~. 1: 

·'"' ... : , . ' 
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provide unprecedented opportunities to satisfy pent-up 

demand for such reforms in many states. For governors 

and legislators seeking to prioritize their efforts, the US. 

Index of Health Ownership indicates which reforms are 

most critical in each state. 5 

Bur wait: There's more! States can also explore ways 

of demonstrating that thcr,· is 110 need for the federal 
government to he in the business ofhealth insumncc ttt 

n!!. One tool is the ''interstate compact." A compact 

is treaty of sorts between rwo or more stares, hy which 

each srarc voluntarily gives up sovereignty ro the 

compact. The U.S. Constitution (Article 1, section 10) 

addresses states' power ro enter com paces: "No State 

shall, without the consent of Congress ... enter into any 

Agreement or Compact with another State ... " 

Ted Cruz and Mario Loyola, lawyers at the Texas Public 

Policy Foundation, have recently breathed new life into 

the idea that states can use compacts to roll back federal 

overreach. When Congress consents to them, interstate 

compacts actually become federal law, according to 

Cruz and Loyola. However, courts have also held that 

consent can be inferred from Congress' acquiescence 

to a compact. Because they bind the states, courts 

have found that interstate compacts trtllTip conAicting 

statutes passed by the member states, as long as the 

stares belong co rhe compact in qucstion. 6 

One of the goals of effective health reform is health 

insurance chat is owned by the individual and portable 

from job ro job and state to stare. For more than half a 

century, Congress has failed to correct the flaw in the 

Internal Revenue Code that discriminates against such 

health insurance, and given employers monopoly 

control of our health dollars. Although unified in 

opposition to Obarnacare, Congressional Republicans 

have never exerted a significant effort to fix this deeper 

problem. Indeed, they reinforced the status quo in 1996 

when they collaborated with President Clinton and 

Democrats in Congress to pass the Health Insurance 

Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), the federal 

government's first intrusion into the regulation of private 

health insurance.7 

Facing decades of congressional failure, it is high rime 

for states to seize the initiative, and begin discussing 

an interstate compact for health insurance. Although 

the Supreme Court decided (in 1944) that insurance 

is subject to congressional authority under the 

Constitution's interstate commerce clause, Congre,~s 

responded by declining to exercise this authority and 

leaving insurance regulation to the ,~tares. Over the 

decades, states have managed successfully to deal with 

crises in all lines ofinsurance. 8 The federal government's 

abandonment of the field has been successful: A 

presidential candidate campaigning on solving a national 

"crisis" in auto insurance would be unimaginable, even 

ridiculous. Unfortunately, Congressional control of 

health insurance has only deepened the health crisis. 

Nevertheless, an efl~crive intt.:rst;ltl' compact for health 

insurance faces a couple of nh.sracles. First, while there 

are examples of compacts passed without explicit 

Congressional approval, none is established deliberately 

to provoke a hostile response from the federal 

government. Such would be the outcome of an interstate 

compact attempted while Obamacare is still the law 

of the land. Therefore, nobody should be supremely 

confident that federal courts would let such a compact 

survive a challenge by the Administration.' 

A second obstacle could arise from the complexity of 

building a new compact for a single line of insurance 

from scratch. lndeed, doing so reinforces the flawed 

notion that health insurance should be governed 

differently than other lines of insnrance. Health 

insurance is already treated so differently than other 

lines of insurance that it is not really "insurance" at all. 

True insurance is designed to indemnify the insured 

financiJlly for rare, unpredictable, catastrophically 

expensive events. Instead, federal laws motivate us 

to buy pre-paid health plans that launder almost all 

our health dollars through insurers' claims-processing 

bureaucracies, increasing administrative costs but 

adding no value. 
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This second Obstacle might bt.: overcome by a<lding hcJ.!th insurance rn rhc intcrsrnrc compact that already 
e:\·ists.for other linesyfinsurancc: The lnterst~tr lnsurance Product Regulation Commission (IlPRC) . 

According ro the l!PRC: 

The Compact enhances.the efficiency and effectiveness of the way insurance products are filed, 
.fevie~ed and approved allowing co~sGmers to tiave faster access to competitive insurance 
products.in a~ ever-changing globaf'marketplac~. The Compact promotes ~~iformity through 

a~plication.of national productstahdards ·embedded wiih str~ng consumer protections. 
'·' - . \,,.~-=- . ,•'" '. ,., ··•:. •·;'_, •~,-, h" ·, •;•••,' ','_' ·,, .. _.. "' s>.'-, .. f"f,·•' \, . 

. The Compact established a multi:state public entity, the Inter.state Insurance Product Regulation 

Commission (IIPRC) which serves as an instrumentality of the Member States. The IIPRC serves 
as a centralpoint-of electronic filing for,certain insurance products, including life insurance, 
annuities, disability income and long-term care insur?nce to develop uniform product standards, 
:aff~rding a high level of prcitectioh to)purctiase'rs of a~set protection insurance products.'°· 

The advantages of enlarging this compact to include health insurance are easily enumerated. First, it exists. The 

IIPRC enjoys solidly written legislative language; and committees for audit., finance, producr standards, rulemaking, 

and other critical responsibilities for a successful compact. Insurers file their forms and reports with the compact, 

after which they can conduct business in all the compacting states without further fuss or bother. Second, all of this 

information is freely available at its website, which bears the convenient URL of www.insurancecompact.org. 

Second, state legislators and other interested parties can quickly educate themselves by contacting officials employed 

by the compact who can assist and advise. Third, to the degree that the II PRC would be unable to enlarge itself to 

accommodate health insurance, this would serve further to expose the absurdity of federal laws governing health 

insurance. Such exposure would increase popular demand for health reform that reduces, rather than increases, 

federal power. 

Benign forces conspired co drive states to enter into an interstate insurance compact for a simple reason: Most 

insurance is the property of individuals, not our employers. People need policies they can keep when they move 

from state to state. Nobody who huys life insurance in Florida, and then moves to California a few years later, 

worries for one minute chat he will lose his coverage because he has left the state in which he bought the policy. Life 
insurers would not sell many policies if that were to happen. The II PRC facilitates interstate portability. 

Enlarging the compact would demonstrate that states arc ready, willing, and able to regulate individually owned 

and portable health insurance. Rather than wasting scarce legislative time trying to hnd the lcasr harmful way of 

"implementing" Obamacarei state politicians should invest in reforms that will survive long after Obamacare is 

relegated to history's dustbin. Including health insurance in an interstate compact would be such a reform. 

I 
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